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N OT SO IAONG ago a young dentist asked me, “How do you recognize the dif- 
ficult denture cases ?” Since difficulties may arise from so many different 

sources, I was naturally interested to know what he had in mind and what prompted 
the question, before making any attempt to answer it. So I asked him what he 
meant by difficult. He said he just wanted to know how he could tell by looking 
in the mouth which cases were easy, and which were difficult. He said that he 
only wanted to do the easy ones, and had no desire to tackle difficult cases because 
they would take up too much of his time, unsatisfactory results would hurt his repu- 
tation, and he might not be paid. 

It was quite obvious that his only interest in denture prosthesis was monetary 
and selfish, and that he had no conception of dentistry as a public service. It was 
equally obvious that, to him, difficult cases were not a challenge by which he 
could improve the quality of his work, or by which he could give genuine help to 
patients. His real interests were not in dentistry or people, but only in himself. 

His reply was so far from what I had expected that it temporarily threw me 
off stride. My mind flashed back some thirty years to the day that two women came 
to my office, one of them in her late forties with her right cheek badly collapsed 
due to surgical removal of the right half of the maxillary arch. She had only six 
teeth remaining, the three upper left anteriors and the three lower right anteriors 
which, as she closed, glanced off each other forcing the mandible to the right, 
and accentuating the disfiguring depression on that side. With only half a ridge 
above and a narrow spiney one below, the outlook for satisfactory replacements was 
gloomy. 

I told her frankly that I did not know whether I would be able to help her or 
not, but that I would like to try. Li7ith tears trickling down her face, she said, 
“You are the seventeenth dentist I have been to in the last eleven years and you 
are the first one that ever offered to try.” She did not look like one who had 
much of this world’s goods. I was not too busy, and was curious to know what 
might be done. The arrangements were that if I could help her she would pay 
what she could afford, and if I could not help her, she owed me nothing. The case 
proved to be easy. She was delighted with the result and returned in a few days 
to pay me fifty doI1ars and tell me she would gladly give me a thousand if she 
had it. She said I would never know what it meant to her to be able to go out in 
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public without having people staring at her. We were both happy-she was re- 
habilitated and I had gained valuable experience. 

It is true that some cases are easy and others quite difficult. We cannot, how- 
ever, always judge which are the easy and which are the difficult ones merely 
by looking in the mouth. It is unfair to the patient, and very short-sighted, from 
the point of view of improving our own skill, to indulge in snap judgments. 

Those with well-formed ridges in favorable relation and with a good uniform 
layer of investing membrane seldom present any difficulty. If the dentures we 
make for them are not comfortable, stable and efficient, it is our responsibility, and 
generally the result of faulty occlusion. Those patients with badly wrecked ridges, 
extensive alveolar resorption, the investing membrane an assortment of flabby 
flexible tissues, and the ridge relations unfavorable are not always as hopeless 
or difficult as they may appear. Naturally we cannot expect as good results as 
where the physical conditions are favorable. But with good impressions, correct 
centric jaw relation, the right amount of free-way space between the teeth in the 
rest position of the mandible, the occlusions balanced and functioning harmoni- 
ously with the jaw movements, it is surprising how well many of those patients do, 
and how satisfied and pleased they are with our work. Quite apart from the physi- 
cal conditions in the mouth, there are many other factors that may influence the 
result. We sometimes see people wearing very badly constructed dentures with 
no apparent difficulty. They are healthy expert jugglers; while others with well 
adapted, well coordinated, properly constructed dentures are not comfortable or 
satisfied due to low tissue tolerance, a general health problem that must be 
solved before dentures can be comfortable. 

Age is another factor. Young patients can wear almost anything. Elderly 
people are less robust and do not adjust so readily to new conditions. Women in 
their critical period of life sometimes present a problem that cannot be solved until 
the critical period has passed. Neurotics always present a problem to the dentist 
just as they do to the physician. Each case that presents to us lends iself to a 
certain result, and we should strive to get it. Where conditions are favorable, the 
result should be satisfactory. If it is not, we should look for some weak link in our 
technical procedures. Where conditions are not favorable, the patient may 
compensate by muscle control and adaptability for what may be lacking in other 
respects. We can promise less than we feel we can deliver and then do our best. 
When success does crown our efforts, we can be justly proud of the result, and 
the satisfaction of accomplishment may be greater compensation than the fee 
received. 

While we can never hope to compare or compete with our Creator in supply- 
ing patients with efficient dentitions, we can, by ingenuity and by taking all the 
time necessary, give considerable help to nearly every patient. It is well to re- 
member that in many difficult cases, the patients have been struggling with poorly 
constructed dentures which probably contributed to their condition. When we give 
them a carefully planned, properly adapted set of dentures that function harmoni- 
ously in the mouth, they will, by comparison with what ihey had, think they are 
in heaven. Dentures, to be satisfactory, must be comfortable in the mouth. They 
must look right, feel right, and be efficient in both mastication and speech. 
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There are basic ln%ciples underlying cvcry step in our technical procedures 
from mouth preparation right through to the final balancing of the finished dentures 
in the mouth. These principles WC should know. Then we must learn to apply 
them by building dentures for patients. In doing this, we encounter a variety of 
problems. For example, the requirements for esthetics may clash with the re- 
quirements for stability or masticating efficiency. This calls for the exercise of 
good judgment in making compromises in the most favorable direction. We may 
make mistakes, but we can profit from them by not repeating them. 

We may know all the rules for safe driving and understand the working of all 
the gadgets on our car, but we must learn how to drive over bad roads as well as 
good, and through all kinds of weather, fog, rain, sleet, snow, and ice as well as in 
sunshine. No one is going to learn to drive well if he insists on driving only 
when the conditions are easy; no one can improve his prosthetic skill if he re- 
fuses to tackle difficult cases. 

This may be learning the hard way, but there is no other or better way to 
acquire the skill and confidence necessary for the application of good judgment. 
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